BMC is alerting users to a problem in the MainView Infrastructure product.

**NOTE**

BMC previously announced this problem in a bulletin dated March 13, 2013. This replacement technical bulletin contains additional information for the resolution. If you have already applied the resolution from the older technical bulletin, you do not have to apply the resolution again.

### Issue

If you install MainView Infrastructure version 6.1.00 into an SMP/E zone that contains version 6.0.0 or earlier, the APPLY job might issue the following error message:

```
GIM23911E ** LINK-EDIT PROCESSING FOR SYSMOD ZBBM610 FAILED FOR MODULE BBMORTNO IN LMOD BBM9RTNO IN THE BBLINK LIBRARY.
```
Resolution

Perform the following steps to prevent or correct this problem.

**WARNING**
Do not perform these steps if you:

- Successfully installed MainView Infrastructure version 6.1.00
- Did not receive the GIM23911E error message

Performing these steps will cause problems if you successfully installed version 6.1.00.

1 Manually remove the modules that are obsolete at the 6.1.00 level by running the following UCLIN job:

```plaintext
//REMVLMOD EXEC BMCSMP <- change BMCSMP to your SMP Proc
//SMPCNTL DD *
SET BDY(BMCOTZN). <- change BMCOTZN to your target zone name.
UCLIN.
DEL LMOD(BBM9RTNO).
DEL MOD(BBM8ZCVT) LMOD(BBM9KZ99).
DEL MOD(BBM8ZCVT) LMOD(BBM9IPM0).
DEL LMOD(BBM9KZ99).
DEL LMOD(BBM9IPM0).
ENDUCL.
```

2 After the UCLIN job completes successfully, run or rerun the APPLY job.

**NOTE**
If you have questions, contact Customer Support at 1 800 537 1813 (United States or Canada) or call your local support center.

Where to get the latest product information

To view the latest BMC documents, see the Support Central website at [http://www.bmc.com/support](http://www.bmc.com/support). Notices such as flashes, technical bulletins, and release notes are available on the website. You can subscribe to proactive alerts to receive e-mail messages when notices are issued or updated. For more information about proactive alerts, see the Support Central website.